Abstract: As valuable software systems become older, reverse engineering becomes increasingly important to companies that have to maintain the code. Clustering is a key activity in reverse engineering that is used to discover improved designs of systems or to extract significant concepts from code. Clustering is an old, highly sophisticated, activity which offers many methods to meet different needs. The various methods have been well documented in the past; however, conclusions from general clustering literature may not apply entirely to the reverse engineering domain. In the paper, the authors study three decisions that need to he made when clustering: the choice of (i) abstract descriptions ofthe entities to be clustered, (ii) metrics to compute coupling between the entities, and (iii) clustering algorithms. For each decision, our objective is to understand which choices are best when performing software remodularisation. The experiments were conducted on three public domain systems (gcc, Linux and Mosaic) and a real world legacy system (2 million LOC). Among other things, the authors confimi the importance of a proper description scheme for the entities being clustered, list a few effective coupling metrics and characterise the quality of different clustering algorithms. They also propose description schemes not directly based on the source code, and advocate better formal evaluation methods for the clustering results.
Introduction
As a software system becomes older, its maintenance becomes more difficult. Software engineers face systems where a minor change in some part can have an unexpected impact on an apparently unrelated part. Consequently, important goals of the reverse engineering community are to help software engineers understand and restructure legacy software as well as to migrate it towards more modem architectures and languages. A key technique for doing this is clustering, which is used to gather s o h a r e components into modules that are meaningful to the software engineers.
Clustering, however, is a sophisticated research domain in itself. There are many altemative methods, the choice of which depends on such factors as size and type of the data, a priori knowledge of the expected result, etc. Reverse engineering is a younger research domain, with still unclear goals [I] and methods that are somewhat ad hoc. In this context, clustering has often been used without a deep understanding of many of the issues involved.
To try to address this, Wiggerts presents in [2] a summary of literature on clustering. This summary is valuable since it lists the possible decisions one needs to make and gives insights about advantages and drawbacks associated with various altematives. However, as we said, the clustering field is a very sophisticated one, and even summarising it in a single paper is a challenge. As a consequence. Wiggerts' paper 'only' offers conclusions drawn from the general clustering literature, some of which may not apply to the domain of software remodularisation. We present here a study of clustering that is more geared towards the specific needs of reverse engineering. We study three issues: (i) how to describe the entities to he clustered; (ii) the similarity metrics used to quantify the coupling between these entities; and (iii) the choice of clustering algorithms. Our study includes theoretical discussion of important questions one should keep in mind when doing clustering, as well as practical experiments to verify some of our hypotheses. Note that we can only present a few results from the large number of experiments we performed. The interested reader will find the complete results, as well as the clustering programs, on the web: http: //ww.site.uottawa.ca/-anquetil/Clusters/.
Issues in clustering
Software engineers perform reverse engineering to help understand a presumably large piece of software. A key activity in reverse engineering consists of gathering the software entities (modules, routines, etc.) that compose the system into meaningful (highly cohesive) and independent (loosely coupled) groups. This activity is called clustering. There are many different approaches to clustering. We will concentrate, in this paper, on generic statistical methods that have wide applicability. We will not consider more intelligent solutions tailored to solving specific problems (e.g. [3] [4] [5] ) . Statistical clustering has been thoroughly studied in taxonomy to classify organisms into species. Most of the clustering activity in reverse engineering is based on these studies.
To perform clustering, we need to consider the following three issues: Entities' description: how to build an abstraction of the real world in which the entities to be clustered are described according to some scheme. Entities' coupling: how to define when a pair of entities should be clustered together to make a cohesive unit. Clustering algorithm: the choice of clustering algorithm to apply to the abstract descriptions of the entities.
The first issue is of utmost importance. Clearly, if we decide to describe files by the 77th character they contain, the result would not be in any way useful to software engineers.
Once an abstract description scheme for the entities is chosen, we need to tackle the second issue: When will two entities be considered as forming a cohesive cluster. There are two approaches, which we call direct and sibling link [Note I]. We can put together entities where one depends on the other, the direct link approach. Alternatively we can put together entities that have the 'same behaviour', the sibling link approach. Fig. 1 gives examples of both approaches.
An important difficulty is that typical software systems are fully connected graphs. To create 'meaningful independent clusters', we must decide to ignore (i.e. break) some links. For example, in Fig. 1 , the fact that F2.c includes Fa.h is not considered meaningful enough to cluster them together. For software engineers, who may have considerable knowledge about each entity, the task of allocating files to subsystems is often difficult. For a computer program, the task is even more complex, because it must rely only on abstract information, with no semantic information about the actual importance of each link.
For both sibling and direct link approaches, the coupling between two entities is quantified by what we call 'similarity metrics' (see Section 5.1). Clustering algorithms use these similarity metrics to make decisions about whether or not to break links.
At this point, we are left with the third and final issue to be discussed in this paper: the choice of clustering algorithm. There are many altematives to choose from. It is important to understand that these algorithms do not discover some hidden or unknown structure in a system; instead they impose a structure on the set of entities they are given. They (arbitrarily) decide to ignore some links and favour others -a decision based on the similarity metrics used and'on the algorithm itself (e.g. a genetic algorithm or a hierarchical algorithm). The structures imposed by the different ialgorithms have different qualities. We will discuss this point in Section 5. 2 . Clustering is a very broad domain, so we had to pick certain experiments on which to focus our investigations. We experimented with a large set of possible entitydescription schemes, ranging from 'traditional' ones (e.g. based on data binding) to more innovative ones (e.g. based on comments). With regard to coupling, we conducted a few experiments to compare the direct and the sibling link approaches. We chose the sibling link approach, and the similarity metrics pertaining to it, for more extensive study. Finally, on the third issue, we performed a few experiments with a hill-climbing algorithm [Note 21 but concentrated mainly on hierarchical clustering algorithms.
Related work
There has been a rather limited amount of research that gives the reverse engineering community grounds with which to compare clustering approaches.
Wiggerts gives an overview of clustering techniques in [2] . Our. paper is intended as a continuation of his work. Wiggerts gives a summary of many classical clustering methods; we take some of these methods and test them to compare their relative strengths and weaknesses for reverse engineering.
Lakhotia Recently, there has been high interest in a new approach called 'concept analysis' [12-141. Again, this is not a statistical clustering method and falls outside the scope of this paper. We believe that clustering remains a valuable approach in that it extracts only important concepts from a data set, whereas concept analysis extracts all concepts and may therefore produce information overload for the user (e.g. see [15, 161).
Many publications present and evaluate a single software remodularisation method. They do not provide a comparison of different approaches (hence Lakhotia's work) and also are usually based on more subjective evaluation criteria such as users' appreciation of their results.
Entities to cluster and their descriptions
In taxonomy, entities are organisms (animals or plants) that should be classified into species. Each entity is described using Note that each entity has a vector of the same length, whether or not it includes a file. Features such as those described above are based purely on a syntactic analysis of the code. We call them formal features. Although formal features are predominant in software remodularisation, in Section 4.2 we discuss the availability and usefulness of nonformal features.
Formal features
We classify a feature as fonnul [Note 31 if it consists of information that has direct impact on, or is a direct consequence of, the software system's behaviour. For cxample, describing an entity using the routines to which it refers is formal because if we change a routine call in the code, we should expect a change in the system's behaviour.
Formal features are the most commonly used in reverse engineering research; in [9] , Lakhotia lists 12 works on clustering, among which only two use nonformal features (one exclusively [20; Note 41 and the other a mix of formal and nonformal [21] Combining feature kinds is easily achieved by describing an entity using the union of its features for all the feature kinds. This is possible because all the features have very similar form [Note SI.
Most of the literature reports experiments with formal features, extracted from the same source: the actual code. Hence, the lack of choice could he aggravated by redundancy.
Hypofhesis I : There are redundancies among all the formal feature kinds extracted from the source code.
For example, all files that use a particular variable will include the same header file describing that variable. This would introduce a correlation between the 'var.' and the 'file' feature kinds. Auothcr example would he a routine referring to one of its parameters' types ('type' feature kind), forcing a calling routine ('rout.' feature kind) to refer to the same type as one of its variables' types. These redundancies are imposed by programming languages to provide for error checking.
Some researchers propose to reduce the number of features for efficiency reasons (the programs have less data to process) or to remove noisy data. Van Deursen [I21 does not consider 'utility' features which have a high fan-in because they may he used in all subsystems; Schwanke and Hanson [27] remove features used in only one entity because they do not contribute to the similarity of two entities (they could however, contribute to differentiate entities). We did not study this aspect.
Another problem with formal features is that most of them are at a very low level of abstraction (e.g. calls to utility routines, uses of loop counter variables, etc.) and contain much noise. This makes it difficult to extract significant abstract Concepts.
Nonformal features
To overcome the problems associated with the formal features, we propose to use nonformal ones. We define a nonformal feature to he one that uses information having no direct influence on the system's behaviour. A typical nonformal feature kind is the naming of routines, since changing the name of routine has no impact on the hehaviour of a system.
In a previous study [28] , we showed that for a particular legacy software system, the file naming convention was the best feature kind to recover the modular structure of small subsystem examples given to us by software engineers. Other nonformal feature kinds can include comments describing the entities, names of software engineers who worked on an entity, dates when an entity was created or modified etc. We experimented with the following two: Ident.: References to words in identifiers declared or used in the entity. Identifiers found in the entity are automatically decomposed into words according to simple word markers. This is a naming-convention feature kind similar to what is used in [29] . Cmi: References to words in comments describing the entity. For better results, the words are filtered using a standard stop list [Note 61 and stemmed [Note 71.
For legacy software, documentation is often missing or considered outdated. Some researchers argue that nonformal features are not reliable because nothing guarantees that the information extracted will correspond to the actual hehaviour of the system. Sneed, for example, states that 'in many legacy systems, procedures and data are named arbitrarily' [32] . Clearly in such cases, the 'ident.' nonformal feature kind would prove useless. However, many legacy systems use significant identifiers, intended to help other software engineers to grasp the semantics of the software components they denote. Other researchers have used heuristics based on naming conventions for various reverse engineering activities (e.g. . This leads ns to our second hypothesis.
Hypothesis 2:
Nonformal feature kinds can he used for software remodularisation.
Assuming they provide relevant information, nonformal features can offer some or all of the following advantages over formal ones; we will discuss each of these in the subsequent paragraphs. Nonformal features:
have a higher level of abstraction (describe high-level intent of the code) are closer to human understanding have less redundancy are easier to extract e are more versatile e contain more information (in particular, result in fewer entities with empty descriptions).
Nonformal feature kinds, such as the ones we experimented with, are intended for human readers. As such it seems reasonable to assume that they provide information at a higher level of abstraction than features based purely on the syntax of the code. Therefore, it would probably he easier to extract abstract concepts from the resulting clusters.
Observation 2: This issue of levels of abstraction is an important one and should be formally tested.
Also, since informal features are intended for human readers, the results should he readily understandable to the software engineers. 
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Hypothesis 3: Nonformal feature kinds have less redundancy with formal ones than the formal ones among themselves.
As mentioned in the preceding section, one of the difficulties with the formal features is that there is redundancy among them due to the nature of modem programming languages. We hope that, since nonformal features are not so tightly restricted by programming languages, they would not exhibit this redundancy, and instead provide different and independent points of view about the system. We designed two experiments, discussed in Section 6, to test this issue.
Observation 3:
The nonformal feature kinds we chose are much easier to extract than the formal ones.
For example, extracting words from comments is a simple task once one knows the comment delimiters. Extracting the formal feature kinds requires either that one has a robust parser for the language, or else that one has tracing capabilities (e.g. for features based on interprocess communication.) Features like C's conditional compilation and macros raise real problems (yet to he fully solved) when it comes to parsing a program.
Observation 4: The nonformal feature kinds we chose are more versatile than the formal ones.
These feature kinds are independent of the programming language and can even be applied to sources of information other than code (e.g. scripts associated with databases, compilation or configuration).
Hypothesis 4: Nonformal features provide more information, on average, than the formal ones.
Since they are more versatile, nonformal features are almost always present in all entities. On the other hand, it is common for an entity to have no reference to a given formal feature kind. For example, a system with well encapsulated data would have very few references to global variables. Our results show that for many formal feature kinds the percentage of entities having an empty description is high (more than 10% and up to 65%). The lack of enough information provided by each feature kind further restricts an already limited choice. On the other hand, we always found our nonformal feature kinds to have below 5% of empty descriptions.
We do not presume, however, that every nonformal feature kind is necessarily useful. It is one of the purposes of this paper to study and compare two of these nonformal feature kinds.
Direct or sibling links
The direct and sibling links presented in Section 2 are two different ways for computing the coupling between entities. Although this distinction between types of link is mainly of concem in the discussion about similarity metrics, it has some hearing on the entities' descriptions.
Observation 5: The sibling link approach is more versatile than the direct one.
The direct link approach has an appealing simplicity; that is, if a routine calls another routine, the two are coupled to some degree. However, using only the direct link approach limits one to features that record dependencies between the types of entities that one is trying to cluster, e.g. files including other files, or structured types built from other types. Among other things, this rules out nonformal features. The sibling link approach, on the other hand puts fewer constraints on the form ofthe descriptions; all it requires is to he able to compute the similarity between them. [37] the choice of a proper similarity metric has more influence on the result than does the clustering algorithm.
These metrics may use the direct link or the sibling link approach. In the direct link approach, the coupling between two entities will he stronger if they have more links between themselves. For finer tuning, links can be weighted (if an entity calls a routine 15 times, this is a more significant link than calling it only once). We did a few experiments with the direct link approach using an independent tool (Bunch [7, XI).
We focused our efforts on metrics for the sibling link approach. In this approach, one computes the similarity between the descriptions of two entities. The more similar two entities are, the higher the coupling between them. There are many similarity metrics, which are grouped, by Sneath and Sokal [3X] , into the following four broad categories: distance coefficients, association coefficients, correlation coefficients and probabilistic coefficients. We experimented with the first three.
The following is a brief description of each of the categories of similarity metrics: Association caefficienfs: These compare the references that two entities have in common considering the dimensions only as Boolean (i.e.=O or #O). Similarity between two entities, X and is expressed using four quantities:
where F is the set of all possible dimensions. The quantity d is usually much larger than a, b or c, which may cause some difficulties (see the end of this subsection).
Distance coefficients: Entities arc considered as geometrical points and the coefficients compute the distance (e.& Euclidean distance) between thcse points. These distances consider common zero-dimensions as a sign of similarity which potentially raises some problems (again see the end of this subsection). 
where xc and y < are co-ordinates of X and K respectively.
Siniple matching: These metrics, useful in taxonomy, may not all he well adapted to software remodularisation. In taxonomy, the number of features (dimensions) for one feature kind is much less than it is for software remodularisation. A feature kind such as references to routines may have tens of thousands of dimensions in a real legacy system, yet most entities will be linked to only a few of these routines. As a rule, for each entity, the description vector is therefore very sparse, with many zero-dimensions.
Observation 6: Traditionally, feature kinds for software remodularisation have a large number of dimensions, of which very few will be non-null for any particular entity.
We distinguish two particular conditions that may raise problems: Empty de.xription: Some entities have no references at all for a given feature kind. The vectors describing such entities all lie at the origin. Quasi-empty description: Other entities have very few references for a given feature kind. They are described by a vector with only one or two nonzero dimensions.
Clearly, the entities with an empty description raise a problem: How can we cluster them if they have no connection to any other entity? We choose to treat thc
J((I ~ r ) / 2 ) .
Now 8: Notc that thc formulas are actually for dissimilarity lnelrics (;.e. distance mettics). The higher the similatity, the lower the dissimilarity.
This will simplify the discussion on height of dutm in a later section. Note 9 See the definition for a, h, c and d above.
empty descriptions separately in all the similarity metrics and consider such entities infinitely dissimilar to any other entity. This yields a number of singleton clusters (the entities with empty descriptions) left after the clustering process. Bunch [7, 81, which is used to experiment with the direct link approach, makes the same choice.
Hypothesis 6: Similarity metrics that consider rero-dimensions as a sign of similarity tend to cluster all entities together in a huge meaningless cluster.
Entities with quasi-empty descriptions all have very similar descriptions and will often be considered strongly coupled. Metrics that consider zero-dimensions as a sign of similarity (such as the Simple Matching association coefficient or the two distance coefficients), will be misled by the high proportion of zero-dimensions. The quasi-empty descriptions can form a corc cluster which will attract to it all other entities with only a few more nonzerodimensions. The clustering method would ultimately gather all the entities into one single cluster, rendering it useless. This problem is linked to observation 6.
Hyporhesis 7:
Feature kinds with fewer dimensions are less subject to the problem identified in the previous hypothesis regarding zero-dimensions.
For example, the 'file' feature kind tends to have fewer dimensions (there are fewer files to include than routines to call or global variables to use) and should give better results than other feature kinds with the similarity metrics that do consider null-dimensions as a sign of similarity.
Note that, whereas it does consider null-dimensions as a sign of similarity, the correlation coefficient will be little affected by them. This coefficient looks for similar vuriutions in values; many identical points have barely more influence on the correlation coefficient than a single one. Therefore, for the correlation coefficient, many null values are very close to a single null one, and it will not he impacted by the large amount of zero-dimension in the descriptions.
Clustering algorithms
The next step consists of choosing a clustering algorithm.
In this paper, we concentrate on agglomerative hierarchical algorithms. For software remodularisation, nonhierarchical algorithms have also been used (see [9] ). Again, we performed a few experiments with nonhierarchical algorithms using Bunch [7, 81. It uses a hill-climbing algorithm, which tries to minimise an objective function that subtracts the average 'inter-connectivity' (Bunch's measure of coupling) of the partition from the average 'intra-connectivity' (Bunch's measure of cohesion). Agglomerative hierarchical algorithms start from the individual entities, gathering them, two by two, into small clusters which are in tum gathered into larger clusters up to one final cluster that contains every entity.
The result is a binary tree of clusters. A notable advantage of such algorithms is that they are unsupervised, that is, they do not need any extra information such as the number of clusters expected or the possible region of the search space in which to look fur clusters. On the other hand we will see in the next subsectinn that it can he difficult to choose which clusters in the final hierarchy are valuable and which ones only represent partial results.
These algorithms are differentiated by the way they compute the distance from a new cluster to all other ones [Note There is no u priori reason to favour cohesion or coupling, but because the descriptive vectors (on which cohesion and coupling are based see Section 6.2) used are very sparse, coupling naturally tends to he good (Le. low). As a consequence, we propose to give more importance to cohesion. Note that this approach departs from the traditional one, which attempts to obtain both good cohesion and good coupling. It is our experience that one often needs to favour one metric at the expense of the other. Table 2 presents a summary of the three parameters we studied.
System partitions
For software remodularisation, we often need apurfifion of the system instead of a hierarchy of clusters. Bunch does provide us with such a partition hut, with the hierarchical algorithms described in the preceding subsection, the panition is best 'zero' identifies the Similarity metrics which consider null~dimensions as a sign of similarity obtained by pruning the hierarchy of clusters at the appropriate height and considering only the topmost clusters (see Fig. 4 ).
If we cut at height 0, the partition will contain only singleton clusters. If we cut at the maximum height, the entire system will be the only cluster.
One can draw a useful analogy between the height of a cluster and its 'diameter'. The farther apart two entities are (less similarity), the greater is the height of a cluster that contains both of them. The height of a cluster is always greater than the height of the clusters it contains. This height (or diameter) is directly dependent on the similarity metric chosen. For example, with the association coefficients, the maximum height ,will be 1, which, for the formulas we gave io Section 5.1 is the farthest apart [Note 131 that any two entities can be. With other similarity metrics, notably the distances, the maximum can be much higher. We see heights over 150 in our results.
Finding the appropriate height at which to cut is a difficult problem in itself and there maybe more than one choice. We did not attempt to solve this problem; instead, we sliced the hierarchy at many different heights, thus obtaining a succession of 'cuts' for each hierarchy. This proved t o be useful for analysing the behaviour of the clustering methods.
Evaluation criteria
Evaluation criteria are central to any formal comparison as well as to the precise definition of a scientific research domain. We will use two types of criterion: general criteria to evaluate the quality of the clustering, and specific criteria to test some particular hypotheses. This part is made difficult by the following observation. The general criteria should aim at measuring the quality of a clustering approach in its normal use, which is to remodularise an old software system to help maintainers understand and manage it. As such, we propose that an ideal clustering method should have the following properties: Unfortunately, not all of these properties are easily measured formally. For example, remodularisation techniques are often evaluated manually by an expert in the system (which addresses properties I and 2 above). Owing to the fact that we perform thousands of experiments to analyse various combinations of variables, manual evaluation is not feasible in our work. The reverse engineering literature suggests two alternative evaluation criteria that can provide a suitable substitute, while still verifying that the approach being evaluated represents the system and makes sense to users: Design criterion: Clusters should reflect a good design (as evaluated by cohesion and coupling). Reference decomposition criterion: Clusters should match a reference decomposition (established by 'experts').
We added the following criterion, to verify that the approach being evaluated makes sense t o users: Size criterion: To he useful, clusters should have an appropriate size. For example, one very large cluster and many small ones is undesirable.
In addition, some hypotheses will be evaluated using specific criteria based on information theory (entropy criterion) and a method known as k-nearest neighbours (nearest neighbours criterion). We will discuss each of the evaluation criteria in the following five sections.
Reference d e c o m p o s i t i o n criterion
An important way of evaluating clustering approaches is to have a real expert give his or her opinion of the results. Owing to the very large number of experiments we performed, it was not possible to proceed that way, and we used an automated comparison with a reference decomposition. We call this the reference decomposition criterion. This criterion will test Hypotheses 2 and 5.
The source files for two of our systems (Linux and Mosaic) are organised in several directories which form a reasonable decomposition of the systems. We used them as reference against which to compare the clusters obtained.
These decompositions may not he ideal, but two factors contribute to their significance:
The directories themselves help to keep the initial design by giving a framework to the maintainer.
The high granularity level used in our experiments (files) is less sensitive to design drift during maintenance.
Although the clustering algorithms and the directories both potentially provide tree structures, we compared them as partitions of the system. In the last section, we explained how to cut a hierarchy of clusters to obtain a partition of the system. For the directory tree, we considered the lower directories (the ones containing only files) as forming subsystems. This should match the abstraction level of the clusters extracted, which is usually low.
The difficulty with this criterion is to compare two sets of clusters, when the clusters are only defined by their memben. A question arises about how to compare two clusters when one of them has one entity more than the other. It is clear that they are not equal, but we need to acknowledge the fact that there is very little difference between them. We propose to consider pain of entities: Two entities are either in the same cluster (an 'intra' pair) or in two different clusters (an 'inter' pair). We can then use precision and recall [Note 141 for a given partition as follows: Precision: the percentage of intra-pairs proposed by the clustering method which are also intra in the reference partition. Recall: the percentage of intra-pairs in the reference partition which were found by the clustering method.
We will often witness good precision and low recall.
This is a consequence of the clustering methods extracting smaller clusters than the ones in the reference partition.
Since the clusters are smaller, they have fewer intra-pairs and a higher probability that they are correct (good precision); at the same time there will he many missing intrapairs (had recall). In other words, the extracted clusters are at a lower abstraction level than the reference partition because each cluster covers fewer entities. One problem with this automated comparison is that it does not have the flexibility of human evaluation. An expert judging a partitioning will try to establish if it is reasonable, whereas our criterion will reject a possibly interesting partitioning if it does not happen to match the pre-selected reference. On the other han4 human evaluation is highly subjective and not easily quantified.
Design criterion
Software engineers are more likely to be interested in cluster sets that correspond to a good design of the system. Design quality is traditionally evaluated using cohesion and coupling (e.g. [41] ), which we now briefly describe. This design criterion will he used to test hypotheses 2, 5 and 8.
Cohesion and coupling are both based on pair-wise coupling between entities. This in tum is computed with a scheme similar to that used for clustering. Entities are described using one of the features already discussed (usually formal features: Section 4.l), and the coupling between entities is,evaluated by some kind of similarity metric. We use a similarity metric (proposed in [22, 61) different from those described in Section 5.1: Similarity between entities [Note 151 is sim(ex, e y ) = Cohesion of a partition is the average similarity between any two entities clustered together (Le. any intra-pair; see preceding section). Cohesion ranges from 0 (worst) to 1 (best). Coupling of a partition is the average similarity between any two entities in two different clusters (i.e. any interpair). Coupling ranges from 0 (best) to 1 ( w o r a .
For example, the similarity between files (FI .c) = ( I 0) and (F2.c)=(1 1) in Fig. 1 is sim(Fl.c, F2 .c)= This similarity metric does not consider null-dimensions as a sign of similarity.
This design criterion is not entirely objective when applied to automatically generated clusters. As we have discussed, clustering algorithms partition the set of entities, trying to optimise intra-cluster similarity and to minimise inter-cluster similarity. This computation is based on a similarity metric between abstract descriptions of the entities. The design criterion measures cohesion and coupling between the clusters, also based on a similarity metric between abstract descriptions of the entities. In other words, we measure the quality of the results with methods similar to those we used to obtain the results. Even if the similarity metrics used in the two cases are different, and if we are careful to use two different feature kinds, some doubts remain about the validity of this criterion. Remember, for example, the interdependence between some formal features we hypothesised in Section 4.1.
Similarly, the design criterion is probably biased towards the unweighted average linkage algorithm. Both approaches compute an (unweighted) average of some similarity metric between the members of the clusters.
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Size criterion
In [42] , Hutchens atid Basili draw an analogy between partitions of a system.and star systems. They define three types of system:
The planetary sysfem, where several subsystems (planets) are interconnected to form the system. This is the ideal case.
The black hole system, which has no visible planets, one key subsystem absorbing everything revolving around it.
The gas cloud system, which has no cluster. All entities tend to stand alone.
Each particular configuration may he an inherent property of the software system ~ poorly designed systems may naturally lead to black hole or gas cloud configurations ~ but it may also depend on the specific similarity metric or clustering algorithm chosen.
This criterion will mainly test the two hypotheses regarding the pertinence of similarity metrics that consider zerodimensions as a sign of similarity (hypotheses 6 and 7).
Since the hierarchical algorithms we use produce trees of clusters, with leaves being singletons and the root containing all entities, we need to he more precise about what we consider to he a gas cloud or a black hole configuration. We define a black hole configuration as a situation where the algorithm tends to create one big cluster that grows regularly during the clustering process and drags, one after the other, all entities to it. We define a gas cloud configuration to be a situation where the algorithm tends to create very small clusters and then 'suddenly' clusters all of them into one big cluster near the top of the hierarchy.
We will quantify this criterion with three values, which are: the number of singleton clusters, the number of entities in the largest cluster, and the number of other entities (in the intermediate clusters). We would like to avoid solutions having many singleton clusters (a gas cloud) or only one huge cluster (a black hole). Fig. 5 shows an example of a good and a bad partitioning method. On the left, we can see the number of singleton clusters decreasing steadily, with many entities in intermediate clusters. This corresponds to a planetary system configuration. On the right, the largest cluster grows fast and there are few entities in the intermediate clusters. This is a black hole configuration.
In our experiments, the gas cloud and black hole configurations arise from different factors. The gas clouds were always a consequence of the special treatment we imposed on entities with empty descriptions (Section 5.1). This is illustrated by the high number of singleton clusters remaining at the end of the clustering process in both graphs. The gas clouds arise as a sign ofa bad feature kind (many empty descriptions) and it is simple to detect this beforehand (see Section 4.2). The black hole configuration, on the other hand, is usually a consequence of an ill-adapted algorithm or similarity metric. The two problems can also combine as in the right graph in Fig. 5 .
Note that, for the left graph, the intermediate clusters completely disappear in the very last stage of the clustering process at the maximum height (here, with Jaccard similarity metric: value = I). This is normal since at the end of the algorithm all entities must be contained in one cluster.
If there are still singleton clusters at this stage, it is because we forced entities with empty descriptions to be infinitely far from all others, which actually corresponds to the clustering process ignoring these entities (as also proposed by Mancoridis e f al. (81).
Entropy criterion
We referred several times to the quantity of information a feature kind can provide to the clustering process (hypothesis 4). We also mentioned a possible redundancy (or correlation) between some feature kinds (hypotheses I and 3). These hypotheses can be evaluated using information theory.
In information theory, the quantity of information of an event is equal to its uncertainty. The uncertainty of an event e depends on the probability of this event, P(e), and is measured by the function: h(e) = -log P(e). Using this, we can compute the quantity of information conveyed by the fact that an entity refers to a particular featuref; given P(f) = (#refTof/#entity) (Le. the number of entities referring to f divided by the total number of entities).
The average quantity of information of a set, X, of possible outcomes of an event is given by the entropy function: H ( 4 = Cr,,xP(xi)h(xi) (i.e. sum of the information of each possible outcome weighted by the probability of this outcome). In our case, an 'event' would be a feature (dimension of a feature kind), and there are two possible outcomes: an entity either refers to the feature or not. From this, we can compute the entropy of a single feature:
(P(refer)h(refer) + P(notRefer)h(notRefer)).
Finally, we can compute the average entropy of a particular feature kind which should give us an idea of the amount of information this feature kind provides. However one should remember that the amount of information a particular feature conveys may have little relation with its usefulness to remodularise a system. The fact that an entity refers or not to a particular global variable could carry little information per se and yet this global variable could be very useful to help pinpoint one particular subsystem.
Another measure of the information that a feature kind can provide is the proportion of entities with null descriptions it contains (discussed in Section 7.1) Information theory also allows one to evaluate the correlation between two events. Let us define: The relations between all these values are given graphically in Fig. 6 . Our intent is to use them to evaluate the redundancy between two feature kinds. The idea is to compute the mutual information between any two features from two different feature kinds. Redundancy between two feature kinds should appear as a high average mutual information between their respective features. However, we saw that each feature kind has many features (observation 6) and we cannot expect one feature (say a reference to a routine) to he correlated with all the features of another feature kind (say reference tn all types); rather, we expect one fcature to be highly correlated to a single (or only a few) other features. For example, a reference to one routine would likely be correlated with references to one type. To take this into account, we propose to use the following algorithm to compute hesrM1 (X, Y):
H(xIY):=~,,,.",,.,P(X,, Y,). 1% P(X,, Y,)=x<.r,,y,)x H(x; V : = H ( X ) -H ( y X ) = H ( Y ;~= H ( Y ) -H (~Y ) .
(1.1 sumBests=O a.2
2.3
For each feature 6 of feature kind Y do 2.4 Compute the mutual information M/(i, j ) = In our experiments, we used n = 2.
This algorithm is not symmetric; bestM/(X, Y) usually differs from hestM/(K X ) . Since, in step a.6, we only consider the few n highest mutual informations, it is probable that some features of feature kind Y never appear in the final result because they intrinsically carry little information a n 4 therefore, cannot have a high mutual information with anybody else.
On the other hand all features of feature land X will enter in the final result whether or not they carry a lot of information.
To help understand and remember this nonsymmetry, we use the notion of coverage. We will say that hesrMf(X, Y ) gives an idea of how well X is covered by Y (see mathematical definition of cover( r; X) a little later). The intuition is that, if Y covers X well, all features of X have high correlation with at least n features of P In fact, saying that Y covers X well could actually be the consequence of a subset of Y (with at least n elements) covering X well.
The quantity besrMI(X, Y ) nceds to be normalised (Le. divided) by the average joint entropy H(XY). That is to say, the quantity of information common to X and Y needs to be normalised by the total quantity of information that X and Y carry. Again have a look at Fig. 6 for the relationship that exists between H ( X Y ) and H(X; Y).
To get a notion of what is a good coverage, we also compute cover(X, X ) . Again, this value and the idea of 'covering' could prove counter-intuitive, as covev(X, X ) is not a maximum value for coverage. For n > I , we can find Y such that Y covers X better thanXitself, for example ifthere is very little correlation between the features inside X , whereas each feature of X is highly correlated to at least n features of P
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Nearest neighbour criterion
To compare feature kinds between themselves, we will also use the k-nearest neighbours criterion. For each entity, this criterion will compare the entity's k-nearest neighbours calculated using one feature kind, with the k-nearest neighbours calculated using another feature kind. The more nearest neighbours in common, the more similar the two feature kinds should he. This criterion was used in [27] , for example.
A problem with this criterion is that it is likely to he dependent on the similarity metric used. That is to say, two feature kinds could look very similar when using one similarity metric and less so when using another. Another problem is to decide for a proper value of k.
The k-nearest neighbours can also be used to estimate the quality of a similarity metric, using a reference parttinning (the same as in Section 6.1). We can pick each entity and look how many of the k-nearest neighbours according to the similarity metric studied are actually in this entity's subsystem in the reference partitioning.
Evaluating the h y p o t h e s e s
We will now present the results of some experiments to evaluate the hypotheses we formulated in the first part of the article. In the experiments, entities are files and the clusters may be thought of as subsystems. Each file is described according to eight feature kinds, labelled as follows: Type (types referred to in the file, references include definition of the types and their use); Vur (global variables referred to in the file); Rout. (routines called); File (files included); Mucro (macros referred to); All (union of the five previous formal features); /dent. (words in identifiers referred to in the file); and Cmr (words in comments). These feature kinds were discussed in detail in Section 4.
We experimented with four systems: Linux kernel [43] , Mosaic [44] , gcc [45] and a real world legacy telccommunication system. Table 3 gives some information about the four systems. Note that, in the legacy telecommunication system, the high number of global variables referenced is due to the nature of the system which uses shared memory to exchange information between its numerous processes.
The design criterion (Section 6.2) uses the 'all' feature kind (see Section 4.1). The rationale for this choice is that, first, we wanted a formal feature because the use of nonformal features is not yet well established and, We also carried out a few experiments with Bunch, a clustering tool using direct links between the entities. We experimented with Bunch on Mosaic using all formal features. Bunch offers two different algorithms: hillclimbing and genetic, both having an optimal and a suhoptimal version. For efficiency reasons we experimented mainly with the sub-optimal hill-climbing algorithm. This algorithm finds a local optimum for its own version of the design criterion. We also performed one experiment with the optimal hill-climbing algorithm, using the 'all' feature kind. The results according to our quality criteria were similar to the sub-optimal results for the same feature.
It is impossible to present here all experimental rcsults. We will concentrate on Linux and Mosaic, the two systems to which the reference criterion applies. The results are consistent for the four systems. All the results, programs and input data are available on the web at: http://www.site. uottawa.ca/-anquetiliClustersi.
7.1
The hypothesis concerning the quantity of information was:
This hypothesis was tested using information theory metrics, and the percentage of entities with empty-descriptions for each feature kind. If the hypothesis is correct, the nonformal feature kinds should have a higher average entropy and fewer entities with empty-descriptions.
We present, in Table 4 , the average entropy of each feature kind for all the systems. The data largely confirm the hypothesis, since all formal feature kinds have a lower average entropy than the nonformal ones. 'File' is the exception; it has one of the highest average entropies.
In Table 5 , we give the percentage of entities with empty descriptions for each feature. Again the results agree with the hypothesis, since the two nonformal feature kinds have the lowest percentage of empty-descriptions.
The two experiments do not entirely agree with each other, particularly in the case of the 'file' feature kind. We tend to prefer the second experiment, which measures a quantity clearly important when doing clustering: the more empty descriptions there are, the more difficult the clustering will he.
Quantity of information (hypothesis 4)
Experimental results agree with the hypothesis.
Redundancy between feature kinds (hypotheses 1 and 3)
We formulated two hypotheses related to redundancy between feature kinds: ' We proposed to evaluate them using two criteria: onc based on k-nearest neighhours and one based on information theory. Table 6 gives the results of the information theory experiment for the gcc system. Each row shows how a feature kind covers other feature kinds. Convcrsely, the columns show how well feature kinds are covered. The last row and column give an idea of how well a feature kind is generally covered by others or generally covers others. Finally, the last number provides an idea of a mean value of cuverage for this system.
Results appear to be independent of the quantity of information contained in each feature kind as measured in the previous experiment. For example, the three feature kinds with the highest quantity of information (previous experiment) behave differently in this experiment, as do the three feature kinds with the lowest quantity of information.
From our experiments we established the following scale for the gcc system: coverage is considered high over 0.375, such that all feature kinds cover themselves well. Coverage is considered average between 0.245 and 0.375, such that the mean value (0.3 IO) marks the centre of this interval. Coverage is considered low below 0.245. Scales for other systems would differ in values from this one.
0 The 'cmt' feature kind is the least covered by all other feature kinds (e.g. lower value in the last row), and it is one of those who cover least the other feature kinds (e.g. second lower value in the last column).
The 'ident.' feature kind presents no salient characteristic; it covers and is covered as the average formal features.
The 'all' feature kind best covers the other feature kinds. e The 'file' feature kind covers the other feature kinds thc least and is normally covered by the others.
The first point seems to agree with our hypotheses, whereas the second point does not. In retrospect, it seems normal that a nonformal feature kind based on words extracted from identifiers has some redundancy with formal feature kinds based on references to identifiers. Thc results for 'cmt', on the other hand, provide very strong evidence that nonformal features may provide a novel perspective to entity description.
The third point confirms the validity of the experiment. Since the 'all' feature kind is the union of all other formal features, the fact that it covers them well (and that the converse is not true) confirms expectations.
The salient points are: Table 6 Average coverage (see Section 6.4) between feature kinds for gcc. Each row shows how well a feature kind covers others; each column shows how well a feature kind is covered We have no simple explanation for the last point. The second experiment was done using k-nearest neighbours. Results are given in Table 7 for the Linux system; the closest pairs of entities were computed with the Jaccard association coefficient.
From the example data in Table 7 , as well as from experiments with other systems and other similarity metrics, we conclude that: 'Cmt.' and 'file' have the least redundancy with other feature kinds (see last column in the table).
The 'ident.' and 'all' feature kinds have the highest redundancies with other feature kinds.
These results are largely in accord with the ones from the previous experiment-especially the fact that the 'cmt' and 'file' feature kinds seem to have the least redundancy. Also, as before, 'ident.' has particularly high redundancy in this experiment.
In conclusion, the results are partly as expected and partly not. There is strong evidence for hypothesis 3 with regard to 'cmt.', hut not with regard to 'ident'. We suggested an explanation why 'ident.' has a high redundancy with 'all' and also with other formal feature kinds. Hypothesis 1 was partly confirmed since most of the formal features have considerable redundancies among themselves; however, the fact that 'File' has a low redundancy was not expected. 21 We hypothesised that:
Utility of nonformal feature kinds foi clustering (hypothesis
Hypothesis 2: Nonformal feature kinds can he used for software remodularisation.
To verify this, we tested the resulting clusters using the design criterion (coupling and cohesion) and reference criterion (intra-and extra-pairs as compared to an 'expert' decomposition). Results are presented in Figs. 7 and 8 for the Mosaic system. In the figures, nonformal feature kinds are represented by dashed curves and the formal ones by plain curves. The dots show Bunch's results.
For the last graph in Fig. 7 , the point at which a clustering approach would he 'ideal' is the lower right hand corner (high cohesion, low coupling). The curves evolve from the top of the graph (lower cuts at bottom of the hierarchy) towards the bottom of the graph (higher cuts at top of the hierarchy). For the last graph in Fig. 8 , on the other hand, the 'ideal' point is the upper right comer (high recall and precision), and the curves evolve towards the top. We consider that only the last few cuts (except the very last) represent interesting partitions, with the earliest ones giving many very small or singleton clusters. The very last cut can safely he ignored for the opposite reason, since this is the stage where all entities are gathered into one big cluster which offers no interest.
From this experiment, it can be seen that 'Ident.' gives good results according to the design criterion, but average results according to the reference criterion. 'Cmt' has reasonably good reference results if a cut is made at the optimum height-it is clearly more sensitive to cut height than most other feature kinds. On the other hand, it has particularly poor design results. This is also seen when data for Linux are plotted (not shown).
It must he noted that although 'all' appears to have the best design results, this could be a consequence of the design criterion being based on this very feature kind. 'Ident.', which has high redundancy with 'all' (see preceding section) also gives good design results. On the opposite e n 4 'file' and 'cmt', which were the feature kinds with least redundancy with 'all', have the worst cohesion. These facts could he linked.
We also compared generated clusters to those of the reference decomposition using the k-nearest neighhours approach. Data for this are shown in Fig. 9 . Each column gives the average number of 5-nearest neighbours of each entity which are in the same subsystem as the entity in the reference partition. Higher numbers indicate that the similarity metric and feature kind are good because they give results close to the reference partition of the system. One can see that, for the Linux system, the two nonformal features give good results independently of the similarity metric used; for Mosaic, the results are slightly worse, but always better than 'rout.', 'type' or 'macro'. We can conclude from the above that there is weak evidence to support hypothesis 2 in our experiments. We found various cases where the nonformal feature kinds scored better than the formal ones, but these results lack constance.
Siblingldirect link approaches (hypothesis 5)
The hypothesis regarding link types is:
Hypofhesis 5: The sibling link approach does not perform worse than the direct link approach.
This hypothesis is difficult to test, since each approach is used by different algorithms: hierarchical algorithms for the sibling link approach, and a hill-climbing algorithm (Bunch) for the direct link approach. This is why we expressed the hypothesis in a negative form.
To test the hypothesis, we primarily use the reference and design criteria. The results for the sibling link approach with the Mosaic system can be found in Figs. 7 and 8. The experiment for Bunch's direct link approach are shown as small black circles (rightmost graphs).
When simply comparing the quality of results for the two approaches, there does not seem to be any advantage from either. However, we do see an advantage in the sibling The experiment provides good evidence to support hypothesis 2.
Similarity metrics and zero-dimensions (hypotheses 6 and 71
We formulated two hypotheses related to the way similarity metrics deal with zero-dimensions:
Hypothesis 6: Similarity metrics that consider zero-dimensions as a sign of similarity tend to cluster all entities together in a huge meaningless cluster.
Hypothesis 7: Feature kinds with fewer dimensions are less subject to the problem identified in the previous hypothesis regarding zero-dimensions. Fig. 10 uses the size criterion to compare the results from three similarity coefficients. Note that, due to the use of different similarity metrics, the x-axes differ (see also Section 5.3). One could nnrmalise the cut height by exprcssing it as a fraction of the maximum height for a given hierarchy. The results confirm that it is best not to consider zero-dimensions as a sign of similarity between entities. The Jaccard association coefficient (left graph) and the Snrensen-Dice coefficient (not shown), which do not consider zero-dimensions, give good results, i.e. a planetary system configuration. The Simple Matching association coefficient (not shown) and the two distances (such as taxonomic distance, shown in the right graph) which consider zero-dimensions tend to give a black hole configuration and are less satisfactory for this criterion. Finally, the correlation coefficient (middle graph), which includes zero-dimensions but is not The results for the design and the reference criteria are similar: Jaccard and Ssrensen-Dice give the best results, correlation follows closely and the three others (Simple Matching, taxonomic distance and Camberra distance) give poor results.
To further establish the role of null-dimensions in the had results obtained with some similarity metrics (e.g. taxonomic distance in Fig. IO) , we also compared feature kinds with different propensities for null-dimensions. As already mentioned in Section 5.1, the 'File' feature kind, because it has fewer dimensions, tends to suffer less from the null-dimension problem. As a consequence, it gives slightly better results, even with a similarity metric that does consider null-dimensions as a sign of similarity. See Fig. 1 I and also the third graph in Fig. 10 for an example of this.
The above discussion shows that there is strong evidence confirming hypotheses 6 and 7.
Comparison of clustering algorithms (hypothesis 8)
We formulated the hypothesis that:
Hypothesis 8: Single linkage results in clusters that are less coupled, while complete linkage results in clusters that are more cohesive.
The results of design criterion experiments shown in Fig. 12 provide very strong evidence in support of this hypothesis. The lettmost graph shows that complete linkage has the best (highest) cohesion, and the middle graph shows that single linkage has the best (lowest) coupling. The rightmost graph presents cohesion and coupling together, allowing better comparison of each algorithm's performance. The ideal point is the lower right comer (high cohesion, low coupling).
The graph shows that unweighted linkage offers the best compromise. However, remember that the design criterion could be biased towards this algorithm.
The same conclusions apply with the reference criterion. We can also note that single linkage has a tendency to gather all the entities into one cluster, resulting in a black hole configuration (see Fig. 5) . Overall, there is a gradation from complete linkage, to weighted, unweighted and single linkage for the design, reference and size criteria.
Practical tips
In this subsection, we try to summarise some of the results to help practitioners actually use hierarchical clustering for software remodularisation.
From our experiments, it can be seen that hierarchical clustering provides results that are as good as other algorithms. The advantage of the hierarchical approach is that it can be used to obtain different partitions of the system at different levels of abstraction. This might, for example, prove useful when developing a browser. On the other hand, one must choose the appropriate height at which to cut. We address this issue below.
As to the choice of algorithm, we suggest using complete linkage which gives the best results, especially regarding cohesion. Unweighted linkage is also a good choice if one cares more about coupling, as it provides the best compromise. Single linkage seems to be a popular choice among other researchers (see Lakhotia's review [9] ), but we saw that it tends to result in a black hole configuration.
For similarity metrics, we suggest either the Jaccard coefficient or the correlation coefficient. We prefer Jaccard for its conceptual and implementation simplicity. height to cut the hierarchy of clusters could be a good research topic, hut one would first need to define the criteria on which to base the optimisation. The lower cuts arc not normally useful because few clusters are created and they are too small to provide valuable abstractions. We suggest not to cut below half of the maximal height. It is advisable neither to cut at the maximum height nor too close to it, because at these levels the clustering algorithms start to gather all entities together, so the clusters are too big to be of interest. One can usually notice a sudden drop in the number of entities in intermediate clusters. This marks the highest point of interest in the hierarchy.
Finally, we will mention some conclusions that came out as a result of our experiments and that could deserve more attention:
. 'Var.' (references to global variables) gives poor results for Mosaic and Linux, average results for gcc and good results for the telecommunication system. The implication is that its results are highly system-dependent. The positive results for the telecommunication system may be related to the fact that it relies heavily on global variables in its design, as shown in Tables 3 and 5 . 'Rout.' (routine calls) generally performed poorly (except for gcc) in both the design and reference criteria. This surprised us since routine calls is one of the most natural feature kinds to use when clustering. precision coupling 'File' (file inclusion) gives clusters that match our reference subsystems (i.e. good results for the reference criterion). This could he a result of the experimental conditions since these partitions were based on the directory hierarchy. This feature kind is also programming language dependent; some languages (e.g. C ) use it much more than others (e.g. Pascal).
Future work
As mentioned in the introduction, clustering is a sophisticated research domain, with many alternative methods and numerous influencing factors. It was not possible to deal with all the issues in a single paper and many more studies need to he conducted.
The following are some of the research questions raised in this paper, in which more research is needed:
To what extent can software engineers actually use clustering techniques to perform remodularisation in practice'? We have presented experimental evidence showing how to use the tcchniques effectively, and showing that they can produce sets of modules that appear to he useful. But it is important to give tools to software engineers who actually implement the techniques, and then study how the software engineers make use of them. [4] and 'maverick analysis' [27] . We believe that for systems that are very disorganised, a complete remodularisation may be warranted: but where is the dividing line at which incremental techniques improve? To what extent can software engineers make effective use of clustering techniques for generating different views or interpretations of a system, as opposed to actually remodularising it? We hypothesise that software engineers might be able to make use of such views to more rapidly become acquainted with a software system, but this hypothesis needs testing.
Using the evaluation criteria we defined how do nonhierarchical algorithms compare to the hierarchical ones? We performed some experiments with the Bunch tool, but further work is needed. e How useful are nonformal feature kinds when clustering? We studied two of them, but this is fertile ground for additional research.
Is there any value inpre-jltering the data? One problem with the formal feature kinds (and to a lesser extent the nonformal ones) is the noise they contain. One could try to use information theoretical analyses to detect and eliminate redundant features, or features providing very little information. Note, however, that this is a complex issue. A previous study [I51 showed that in some cases noise can actually be a good thing and lead to the discovery of additional concepts.
How valid are the evaluation criteria, and should other evaluation criteria also be used? We mentioned in the paper that there are few well established criteria to evaluate the results of clustering (observation 7), and used several criteria in our analysis. Other researchers [Note 161 have suggested additional criteria such as: the variance of the cluster hierarchy depth (to analyse gas cloud, black hole and planetary configurations): using information theory to compare features (as opposed to feature kinds); and using the K-nearest neighbour approach to compare generated clusters to a validated reference clustering ([47, 481). It would be interesting to compare the usefulness of the different evaluation techniques.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented an analysis of three parameters that may influence the clustering results when doing software remodularisation with agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithms. The three parameters are: how the entities are described; how coupling between the entities is computed; and what algurithm is used.
During our analysis, we formulated a series of hypotheses. Our experiments then provided strong evidence, largely confirming most of the hypotheses. The hypotheses are as follows: 1. There are redundancies among all the formal feature kinds extracted from the source code. There was some evidence in favour of this; but the 'file' (file inclusion) feature kind was an exception, showing low redundancy.
2.
Nonformal feature kinds can be used for software remodularisation. There was good evidence for this hypothesis; both nonformal feature kinds we used (words in comments and in identifiers) gave good results. This agrees with our previous research. 3. Nonformal feature kinds have less redundancy with formal ones than the formal ones among themselves. There was evidence supporting this for the 'cmt' feature kind which had one of the lowest levels of redundancy. On the other hand 'ident.' behaved like the formal features. We can conclude that nonformal feature kinds like 'cmt' can provide a novel way of looking at a system, but this independence cannot be taken for granted for all nonformal feature kinds. 4 . Nonformal feature kinds provide more information, on average, than the formal ones. There was strong evidence for this. 5 . The sibling link approach does not perform worse than the direct link approach. This appears true: in addition, due to the wider range of application of sibling links, we suggest to use this approach. 6 . Similarity metrics that consider zero-dimensions as a sign of similarity will tend to cluster all entities together in a huge meaningless cluster. Our data clearly support this hypothesis. This is an important conclusion which should be taken into account when doing clustering. 7. Feature kinds with fewer dimensions are less subject to the problem identified in the previous hypothesis regarding zero-dimensions. The data from our experiments also support this; however, one should still use similarity metrics which do not consider zero dimensions as a sign of similarity. 8. Single linkage results in clusters that are less coupled, while complete linkage results in clusters that are more cohesive. This was also supported by our data. We conclude that the best choice of algorithm should be either complete linkage, which favours good cohesion, or else unweighted average linkage, which gives the best compromise between cohesion and coupling.
We experimented only with file clustering. Other tests should be done on clustering different entities (routines, classes, processes, etc.) We predict that the results would be similar when the same quality criteria are used. For example, the problem of quasi-empty descriptions would be the same whether entities were routines or classes. Note, however, that when clustering other entities, the purpose of the clustering may also change. For example, in [12] , variables are clustered to discover possible classes in procedural code. Although we believe that the criteria we used are still valid in this context, other criteria should be considered such as the possibility that a single entity may appear in more than one cluster.
